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MPS: IMF program resumption the key takeaway
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From market’s vantage, kickstart of IMF’s program is a two pronged sword where initial
euphoria on resumption may be tempered by possible upfront adjustments. At the same
time, investors are likely to keep an eye on the unfolding Covid situation, however, with
the country unlikely to enter a complete lockdown, market downside will likely remain
limited.
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With a view that the IMF will be back by end of this year, we move up our adjustments
for utility rates (20%/10% for electricity and gas) to Jan’21 (vs. Mar’21 previously), which
will increase our average inflation estimate to 8.9% (vs. 8.7% previously). As a result, we
expect monetary tightening cycle to begin soon with first rate hike of 50bps in Mar’21 (vs.
May’21 previously).
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Expect the market to depict a strong performance from Dec’20 onwards on anticipation
of Covid vaccines being ready to use (Pfizer, Moderna, Astrazeneca) by mid-Dec onwards.
We continue to like selective E&Ps (Brent at US$46.45), Banks (dividend resumption,
interest rate tightening), Textiles (Exports), OMCs (potential new policy) and Autos (new
models/variants).

SBP maintains status quo on interest rates: In a rather unexciting meeting yesterday, the MPC
of the SBP has expectedly decided to keep the policy rate unchanged at 7.0%. The status quo
reflected the largely unchanged inflation outlook and risks to the nascent economic recovery
from the recent surge in C19 caseload both domestically and globally. The central bank maintained its inflation forecast range of 7-9% for FY21, with the view that the impact of potential
upside risks will be offset by downside risks. The committee believes the recent surge in inflation
is transitory in nature and expects the inflation to come down on account of price normalization
in food prices and favorable base effect. While noting the significant improvement in domestic
economic activity as evident from high-frequency data, the SBP has kept its real GDP growth
forecast at slightly above 2%, accommodating for risks from the second wave of COVID-19. On
the external front, the committee noted the marked improvement, with CA recording a surplus
of US$1.5bn in 4MFY21 (vs. a deficit of US$1.4bn in SPLY). Considering positive reads so far, the
committee now projects the CAD to be below 2% of GDP (vs. 2% of GDP previously), with external funding needs for FY21 being more than adequately taken care off.
.
Monetary outlook hinges on the resumption of the IMF program: The important takeaway for
us from a rather unexciting post MPS announcement analyst meeting was an update on the
resumption of the IMF program. The SBP governor has alluded towards a resumption of the
program in the next few weeks, with the authorities closing the gap on the contentious issues.
According to him, the authorities have reached a consensus on the scale of adjustments (both in
fiscal and energy space); the timing of the same remains a key sticking point. While an early
resumption of the program will certainly be a positive development for the external sector, this
will have potential bearings on the monetary outlook, particularly in a scenario where the IMF
necessitates front-loaded adjustments. With a view that the IMF will be back by end of this year
as alluded by the SBP governor, we move up our adjustments for utility rates (20%/10% for electricity and gas) to Jan’21 (vs. Mar’21 previously), which will increase our average inflation estiFind AKD research on Bloomberg, firstcall.com, Reuters Knowledge and ResearchPool
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Inflation sensitivity
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In a subsequent analyst briefing, SBP Governor alluded towards a resumption of the program in the next few weeks, with the authorities closing the gap on the contentious issues. According to him, the authorities have reached a consensus on the scale of adjustments (both in fiscal and energy space); the timing of the same remains a key sticking
point.
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Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the SBP, in its meeting yesterday, expectedly decided to keep the policy rate unchanged at 7.0%. The status quo reflected the largely unchanged inflation outlook and risks to the nascent economic recovery from the recent
surge in C19 caseload both domestically and globally.
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mate to 8.9% (vs. 8.7% previously). The same also leads us to believe that the tightening cycle
may start earlier than our previous base case expectation, where we now expect the first rate
hike of 50bps in Mar’21 (vs. May’21 previously). Having said that, the overall situation still remains fluid, with a recent surge in both domestic and global COVID-19 cases and consequent
measures to contain the outbreak could once again weigh on the economic activity, consequently necessitating an accommodative monetary stance. The same could delay the tightening cycle through mid-2021 and beyond.
Investment Perspective: From market’s vantage, kickstart of IMF’s program is a two pronged
sword where initial euphoria on resumption may be tempered by possible upfront adjustments. At the same time, investors are likely to keep an eye on the unfolding Covid situation,
however, with the country unlikely to enter a complete lockdown, market downside will likely
remain limited. Expect the market to depict a strong performance from Dec’20 onwards on
anticipation of Covid vaccines being ready to use (Pfizer, Moderna, Astrazeneca) by mid-Dec
onwards. We continue to like selective E&Ps (Brent at US$46.45), Banks (dividend resumption,
interest rate tightening), Textiles (Exports), OMCs (potential new policy) and Autos (new models/variants).
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